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Pragmatism and the Primacy of Aesthetic Experience 
 

Parysa C. Mostajir 

(University of Chicago) 

 

 

Combining John Dewey's metaphysics with his theory of aesthetics, I 

present a framework in which artistic practices, and the aesthetic experi-

ences they involve, share a fundamental ontological status and experiential 

structure with science and engineering: both solve problems in experience, 

and provide it with richer reintegrations. 

Primary Experience as the Ontological and Epistemic Foundation of 

Science. In Experience and Nature, Dewey introduces his readers to „natu-

ralistic empiricism‟. At the forefront is the concept of experience in its “in-

clusive integrity”, (p. 9). Naturalistic empiricism takes everyday, immediate 

experience to be the primary unit of ontology, involving a fundamental 

dissolution of the division between the world of objects experienced, and the 

acts of experiencing them. Dewey tells us that experience itself “recognises 

in its primary integrity no division between act and material, subject and 

object, but contains them both in an unanalysed totality”, (p. 8). It is reflec-

tion that partitions elements of what we experience, fitting them into con-

ceptual categories; experience comes first in the immediate flux of life. 

Dewey draws upon scientific practice to illustrate this conception of 

experience. In science, he states, “experience presents itself as the method, 

and the only method, for getting at nature”, (p. 2). All theoretical ventures 

“start from and terminate in directly experienced subject-matter”, (p. 2a). 

This direct experience is “the same for the scientific man and the man in the 

street” (p. 2). It is just that “immediate flux of life” that constitutes anyone's 

experience as a living thing. 

Dewey does not believe the distinctions between object and subject 

are errors; he only claims that they come about a posteriori, that they are 

reflected elaborations on primary experience, functioning to provide us with 

control. It is obvious, he states, “that a total, unanalysed world does not lend 

itself to control”, (p. 13). In contrast, “[t]o distinguish in reflection the phys-

ical and to hold it in temporary detachment is to be set upon the road that 

conducts to tools and technologies, to construction of mechanisms”, (p. 10). 
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The reflective distinction between object and subject is, in essence, a recog-

nition of the distinction between mutable and immutable, allowing the de-

velopment of methods to manipulate this mutability in beneficial ways. 

Problems only arise when we deny reality to the totality of experience, rele-

gating aspects of it to the realms of the subjective and the useless, and reify 

the abstracted world of physical objects as the sole true reality. In such case, 

we “begin with results of a reflection that has already torn in two the sub-

ject-matter experienced and the operations and states of experiencing”, (p. 

9). 

All practice takes not just its epistemic source from this flux of 

experience, but also its epistemic terminus. Once experience has given us a 

notion to test, and abstraction and experimentation have taken place, we 

bring the hypothesis back to the foreground of experience to receive veri-

fication. Nothing other than our immediate experience will tell us whether 

our theory was correct. For example, of vision-correction technology, Dew-

ey tells us, 
 

Genuine empirical method sets out from the actual subject-

matter of primary experience, recognises that reflection dis-

criminates a new factor in it, the act of seeing, makes an 

object of that, and then uses that new object, the organic 

response to light, to regulate, when needed, further experi-

ences of the subject-matter already contained in primary ex-

perience, (p. 18). 
 

In this example, people report an inability to see clearly. We reflect 

on experience, delineating a factor in it – seeing. We objectify this factor, 

and identify mechanisms within it, involving the eye and the refraction of 

light rays by the cornea onto the retina. We then develop theories of refrac-

tion, and ways in which it might malfunction, for example, a defect in the 

curvature of the cornea, reducing the sharpness of the focus of light rays 

onto the retina. 

There are two components to Dewey's point here. He is saying that 

no respectable scientific theory would produce a hypothesis of the cause of 

poor vision, and not subsequently subject it to tests. But his claim is also 

that the very purpose of scientific practice, in this case, is the amelioration 

of vision. The theory of light refraction is not a pursuit of truth-for-truth's-

sake, a self-contained attempt to produce representational accuracy. It serves 

the purpose of producing effective technology to help people see better. The 
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test is in experience: based on your theory of light refraction, you construct 

a pair of glasses, you put the glasses on and you see better (or, in cases of 

failure, you don't). This use of technology not only verifies the theory of 

light refraction that enabled it; it is the very purpose for which it exists. 

Dewey claims we can extrapolate this to all science and even all human 

activity. 

Primary Experience as the Teleological End of Activity. This leads us 

to the second major strand of naturalistic empiricism: all human activity is 

in pursuit of a satisfying quality in immediate experience. This has its basis 

in an evolutionary notion of the human being as an organism existing in 

homeostasis with its environment. At the pinnacle of existence are moments 

in experience when we feel a sense of equilibrium and integration with our 

surroundings. Inevitably, a need arises in the individual, or a threatening cir-

cumstance arises in the environment, necessitating the quest for its resolu-

tion. The organism uses materials in its environment for the satisfaction of 

its requirements. Once it has obtained these, and has resolved the need or 

threat, the state of harmony is restored, even enriched, at least until another 

challenge inevitably emerges. In Dewey's words, 
 

At every moment, the living creature is exposed to dangers 

from its surroundings, and at every moment, it must draw up-

on something in its surroundings to satisfy its needs. The ca-

reer and destiny of a living being are bound up with its inter-

changes with its environment…, (1980, p. 13f). 
 

For Dewey, this is the natural rhythm of an organism's life, which 

only fully ends in death. We are perpetually transforming in and out of a 

state of equilibrium with our environment, correcting imbalances that e-

merge. Not only are these rhythmic imbalances and restorations a continu-

ous property of our existence; they are, respectively, the only motivating 

source and end of any human activity. Building, tool-use, and engineering 

are conducted for the purpose of restoring balance and enriching experience. 
 

[E]very experience is the result of interaction between a live 

creature and some aspect of the world in which he lives. A 

man does something; he lifts, let us say, a stone. In conse-

quence, he undergoes, suffers, something: the weight, strain, 

texture of the surface of the thing lifted. The properties thus 

undergone determine further doing. The stone is too heavy or 

too angular, not solid enough; or else the properties under-
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gone show it is fit for the use for which it is intended. The 

process continues until a mutual adaptation of the self and the 

object emerges and that particular experience comes to a 

close. What is true of this simple instance is true, as to form, 

of every experience. The creature operating may be a thinker 

in his study and the environment with which he interacts may 

consist of ideas instead of a stone. But interaction of the two 

constitutes the total experience that is had, and the close 

which completes it is the institution of a felt harmony, (ibid., 

p. 43f). 
 

According to Dewey, this is the true origin and purpose of science 

and engineering: the satisfaction of needs that affect us in the immediacy of 

our experience. Accordingly, the notion that the sciences exist to construct 

an accurate mirror-representation of a world of objects is a fallacy, one that 

ignores or overlooks the basic rhythm of human life. 

The Aesthetic in Experience. Dewey takes immediate experience to 

be the origin and terminus of all effort. It is unsurprising that he takes artis-

tic creation and aesthetic perception to also have this origin and terminus. 

The material provision permitted by science and engineering is essential to 

an enjoyable human life, but we cannot sincerely claim that material provi-

sion is all there is to a satisfying life. Even those in the midst of hardship 

turn to aesthetic experience to produce relief and enrichment. This suggests 

something deeper at the core of human striving that art and science have in 

common. 

Dewey's initial task in Art as Experience is to show us that „artistic‟ 

and „aesthetic‟ are labels properly ascribed not to qualities of objects, but to 

qualities of experience. 
 

In common conception, the work of art is often identified 

with the building, book, painting, or statue in its existence 

apart from human experience. Since the actual work of art is 

what the product does with and in experience, the result is not 

favourable to understanding…, (1980, p. 3f). 
 

Given the primacy of experience in pragmatist ontology, we cannot 

talk of objects being works of art or having aesthetic qualities, without 

understanding this to mean that they have aesthetic quality in an individual's 

experience. Since it finds its existence in the lived experience of the individ-

ual, Dewey considers the aesthetic to be found not only in elevated realms 
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of experience, but to be continuous with the functional practices of everyday 

life. The museum, a feature of modern Euro-American society, establishes 

an artificial distance between elements of experience that are considered 

„artistic‟ and „aesthetic‟, and elements that are considered more practical or 

everyday, by giving art and its appreciation a special, detached location. But 

it was not always so: 
 

Domestic utensils, furnishings of tent and house, rugs, mats, 

jars, pots, bows, spears, were wrought with such delighted 

care that today we hunt them out and give them places of 

honor in our art museums. Yet in their own time and place, 

such things were enhancements of the processes of everyday 

life. Instead of being elevated to a niche apart, they belonged 

to display of prowess, the manifestation of group and clan 

membership, worship of gods, feasting and fasting, fighting, 

hunting, and all the rhythmic crises that punctuate the stream 

of living, (1980, p. 6f). 
 

Aesthetic experience is continuous with “the everyday events, do-

ings, and sufferings that are universally recognized to constitute experi-

ence”, (1980, p. 3). This draws us to an important feature of Dewey's theory 

of experience. He argues, throughout his works, against a conceptual sepa-

ration of human life into distinctive kinds of activities or experience. Rather, 

human beings engage in a multitude of activities and experiences which 

possess distinct elements and differing emphases on these elements. This is 

true not only of aesthetic experience, but also intellectual and religious. In A 

Common Faith, he distinguishes „religions‟ from the „religious‟, where the 

former is “a special body of beliefs and practices having some kind of insti-

tutional organization”, and the latter is “the quality of experience that is de-

signated by an adjective”, (1960, pp. 9 & 3). Although, for historical rea-

sons, the religious has been associated with the doctrines of institutional 

religions, Dewey claims that, 
 

Any activity pursued in behalf of an ideal end against obsta-

cles and in spite of threats of personal loss because of convic-

tion of its general and enduring value is religious in quality, 

(ibid., p. 27). 
 

The religious is not a specific kind of activity or experience, but is an 

element in any given activity or experience. 
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The religious attitude… is much broader than anything 

indicated by “moral” in its usual sense. The quality of attitude 

is displayed in art, science and good citizenship, (ibid., p. 23). 
 

The religious aspect of experience is not confined to religions. It can 

be found when performing civic duties, scientific work, or artistic activities, 

when these activities are performed for the sake of an ideal or value tran-

scending the individual performing them. 

The aesthetic, similarly, is an aspect of experience that can arise in 

any domain of activity. Dewey describes the aesthetic as “the phase of expe-

rience in which union is achieved” (1980, p. 15), drawing strong connexions 

with the consummatory moment when an organism's struggle with the envi-

ronment is overcome and equilibrium is restored. When an organism finds 

union with its environment, the experience “bears within itself the germs of 

a consummation akin to the aesthetic”, (ibid., p. 15). This feature of con-

summation is what connects the aesthetic experiences evoked in art with 

common, everyday experience: 
 

These biological commonplaces... reach to the root of the 

esthetic in experience... The marvel of organic, of vital, adap-

tation through expansion (instead of by contraction and pas-

sive accommodation) actually takes place. Here in germ are 

balance and harmony attained through rhythm, (ibid., p. 14). 
 

The aesthetic, to varying degrees of intensity, is a quality of any giv-

en experience which results in the establishment of harmony, and allows for 

the expansion and enrichment of the living organism. In aesthetic moments, 

“one must remake one's past experiences so that they can enter integrally 

into a new pattern” bringing about “a complete interpenetration of self and 

the world of objects and events”, (ibid., pp. 138 & 19). The aesthetic is the 

culmination of the organism's past efforts of establishing full integration 

with its environment. 

Experience is not compartmentalised or categorised into specific 

kinds, although the nature of our problems at a given time may cause us to 

draw from or emphasise certain elements over others. 
 

The difference between the aesthetic and the intellectual is 

thus one of the place where emphasis falls in the constant 

rhythm that marks the interaction of the live creature with his 

surroundings. The ultimate matter of both emphases in expe-
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rience is the same, as is also their general form. The odd no-

tion that an artist does not think and a scientific inquirer does 

nothing else is the result of converting a difference of tempo 

and emphasis into a difference in kind, (ibid., p. 15f). 
 

The „ultimate matter‟ of experience is not different, whether one is 

undertaking civic duty, scientific inquiry, or artistic creation; it is simply a 

matter of emphasising different aspects of experience. Some activities em-

phasise the aesthetic, others the religious, and others the intellectual. This 

brings us to our final question: what exactly is the relationship between the 

activity of art and the activity of science? 

Art as Immediacy; Science as Instrumentality. The aesthetic and the 

intellectual aspects of experience can both play a role in artistic creation as 

well as in scientific inquiry. In Dewey's account, both art and science have 

the goal of enriching immediate experience, and are best thought of as 

distinct strands of ultimately the same activity: 
 

The history of science in its distinct emergence from religious, 

ceremonial and poetic arts is the record of a differentiation of 

arts, not a record of separation from art, (1958, p. 388). 
 

It is important to recall that the means of an organism enriching its 

experience are dependent upon finding balance, order, and integration with 

its environment. But it is evident that art and science pursue this goal in 

different ways. Dewey draws particular attention to two fundamental differ-

ences between the practice and uses of art and science. Firstly, there is a 

difference in the emphasised and constitutive phase of experience: 
 

Since the artist cares in a peculiar way for the phase of experi-

ence in which union is achieved, he does not shun moments 

of resistance and tension. He rather cultivates them, not for 

their own sake but because of their potentialities, bringing to 

living consciousness an experience that is unified and total. In 

contrast with the person whose purpose is aesthetic, the scien-

tific man is interested in problems, in situations wherein ten-

sion between the matter of observation and of thought is 

marked. Of course he cares for their resolution. But he does 

not rest in it; he passes on to another problem using an attain-

ed solution only as a stepping stone from which to set on foot 

further inquiries, (ibid., p. 15). 
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Here, Dewey tells us that the artist dwells in the experience of achieving 

union, an experience that relies for its full realisation and appreciation on the 

preceding tension and struggle. The artist cultivates the entire experience of 

struggle and subsequent harmony in their work. In contrast, the scientist has 

no interest in the experience of struggle or resolution; they only focus on the 

problem for the sake of bringing it to resolution. A scientist will not dwell in 

the moment of resolution and harmony, but will move immediately onto the 

next problem. In a sense, the artist focuses on the experience itself, where 

the scientist instrumentalises their environment. 

This connects to the second difference between art and science, a 

difference in the value and purpose of the activities‟ products: 
 

In an intellectual experience, the conclusion has value on its 

own account. It can be extracted as a formula or as a “truth,” 

and can be used in its independent entirety as factor and guide 

in other inquiries. In a work of art there is no such single self-

sufficient deposit. The end, the terminus, is significant not by 

itself but as the integration of the parts. It has no other exist-

ence. A drama or novel is not the final sentence, even if the 

characters are disposed of as living happily ever after, (1980, 

p. 55). 
 

Dewey's example of a drama is illustrative, and can be extended to 

other forms of art: a symphony's significance is not in its closing cadence. 

Even a painting, which is a static object, must be experienced as a move-

ment towards harmony in order to be genuinely appreciated: 
 

We are given to supposing that [the perceiver] merely takes in 

what is there in finished form… But receptivity is not passivi-

ty. It too, is a process consisting of a series of responsive acts 

that accumulate toward objective fulfillment… [T]here is an 

act of reconstructive doing, and consciousness becomes fresh 

and alive, (1980, pp. 52-3). 
 

Art is an activity that produces material via the “bringing to living 

consciousness an experience that is unified and total”, and for the reproduc-

tion in a genuine perceiver of a comparable experience. It dwells in the 

rhythmic qualities of experience itself and extracts them for the purpose of 

specific attention and enjoyment: 
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[T]he work of art develops and accentuates what is character-

istically valuable in things of everyday enjoyment. The art 

product will then be seen to issue from the latter, when the 

full meaning of ordinary experience is expressed, as dyes 

come out of coal tar products when they receive special treat-

ment, (ibid., p. 11). 
 

In contrast, science does not cultivate an appreciation of experience 

in and of itself. The purpose in scientific inquiry is to reach a resolution of a 

problem through environmental control. Science is a purely instrumental art-

form. Having moved through struggle with disorder and lack of comprehen-

sion, it produces concluding knowledge or technology that can be applied in 

subsequent everyday experience – a “stepping stone” for the solution of fur-

ther problems. It jettisons the scientist's preceding struggle, since the latter 

has no instrumental use, and is irrelevant to the value of the knowledge or 

technology. Dewey provides an illustrative example: 
 

[T]he statement that water is H2O is primarily a statement of 

the conditions under which water comes into existence. But it 

is also for those who understand it a direction for producing 

pure water and for testing anything that is likely to be taken 

for water... [I]t sets forth [the conditions for the existence of 

water] in such a way that gives direction concerning genera-

tion of water, (1980, p. 84f). 
 

Dewey tells us here that science is nothing but a „signboard‟ – a set 

of directions on how to produce, alter, or destroy the objects of its theories, 

according to human need. The true nature of things is in their qualitative 

realisation in the experiencing being, the likes of which are cultivated and 

explored in artworks. 

In spite of these differences, science is, indirectly and in its own 

ways, pursuing the enhancement of immediate experience, through various 

steps of abstraction and theorising: by splitting up primary experience into 

object and subject, identifying stable aspects of the object, and discovering 

ways to manipulate them to human ends. Art, which dwells in experience as 

it immediately occurs, pursues experiential enhancement more directly, by 

cultivating aesthetic experience in immediate perception. Both activities 

deal in the same thing: the enrichment, deepening, and reintegration of 

primary experience. 
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The Instrumental Capacities of Art. The distinction between art and 

science must not be overdrawn. These activities interact in mutually enhanc-

ing ways: 
 

[A]fter an absorbed enjoyment of the poem, one may reflect 

and analyze. One may consider how the choice of words, the 

meter and rhyme, the movement of the phrases, contribute to 

the esthetic effect. Not only this, but such an analysis, per-

formed with reference to a more definite apprehension of 

form, may enrich further direct experience, (ibid., p. 132). 
 

Intellectual analysis of a work of art can enhance one's aesthetic 

appreciation of it. And we have already seen how another aspect of 

experience, a religious attitude, can contribute to the vigorous pursuit of 

scientific knowledge. Furthermore, art and science both pursue the enrich-

ment of immediate experience, and Dewey allows for overlap in the ways 

each activity achieves this. Firstly, subsuming science under the heading of 

„art‟, Dewey acknowledges an important similarity: that of manipulating 

physical, environmental materials. 
 

Art denotes a process of doing or making. This is as true of 

fine as of technological art. Art involves molding of clay, chip-

ping of marble, casting of bronze, laying on of pigments, 

construction of buildings, singing of songs, playing of instru-

ments, enacting roles on the stage, going through rhythmic 

movements in the dance. Every art does something with some 

physical material, the body, or something outside the body, 

with or without the use of intervening tools, and with a view to 

production of something visible, audible, or tangible, (ibid., p. 

47). 
 

Secondly, there are overlaps in the experiential results of scientific 

and artistic activity. To reiterate, Dewey suggests that science is primarily 

geared towards producing instrumental results, in order to be used for the 

solution of subsequent problems: 
 

Knowledge is instrumental to the enrichment of immediate 

experience through the control over action that it exercises, 

(1980, p. 290). 
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This instrumental role can be considered the emphatic focus of sci-

ence. However, Dewey mentions two further enriching functions of scientif-

ic inquiry. There is an aesthetic moment in immediate experience, when the 

scientific problem reaches resolution: “The thinker has his aesthetic moment 

when his ideas cease to be mere ideas and become the corporate meanings 

of objects”, (ibid., p. 15f). 

This immediate value of the scientific activity enriches the organ-

ism's experiential moment of finding order in chaos, much like the expe-

rience of an artist or appreciator of a work of art. However, it is only the one 

who does the intellectual labour who feels the effect of this aesthetic 

moment, since the struggle of the scientist through which the result was 

attained is not relevant to the value of the knowledge or technology, the 

latter of which is used in its “independent entirety”, (1980, p. 55). Dewey 

mentions another type of instrumental value of the scientific product: 
 

Along with this added ability in regulation goes enriched 

meanings and value in things, clarification, increased depth 

and continuity – a result even more precious than is the added 

power of control, (1958, p. 11). 
 

In addition to the tools and technology to manipulate the material 

environment, there is also the enrichment of the organism's interactional 

experience, through the sense of continuity and clarity afforded by ordered, 

scientific theory. This is still to be considered instrumental value, since it 

does not take effect in the same moment of scientific activity, being instead 

a deferred effect in subsequent experience; but it is a more immediate value 

than that of regulative ability, in the sense that it directly enriches subse-

quent immediate experience in the subject, by altering the organism's per-

spective of the world and their connexion to it. 

We see this kind of multiplicity of properties and functions in art and 

aesthetic appreciation, too. As well as the emphatic focus of art, which is in 

the aesthetic moment, Dewey recognises, 
 

an instrumental function exercised by a work of art. We are 

carried to a refreshed attitude toward the circumstances and 

exigencies of ordinary experience. The work, in the sense of 

working, of an object of art does not cease when the direct act 

of perception stops. It continues to operate in indirect chan-

nels, (1980, p. 139). 
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This work that continues after the aesthetic moment of intensity is 

over is similar to the continued effect of scientific knowledge on the organ-

ism's subsequent immediate experience, in providing added clarity, continui-

ty, and depth. In the aesthetic case, the artwork, “just because it is a full and 

intense experience, keeps alive the power to experience the common world 

in its fullness”, (ibid., p. 133). 

In fact, Dewey indicates that this is the marker of excellent art: 
 

A consummatory object that is not also instrumental turns in 

time to the dust and ashes of boredom. The “eternal” quality 

of great art is its renewed instrumentality for further consum-

matory experience, (1958, p. 365). 
 

So we have an instrumental value of the aesthetic experience, which 

is the role of the artwork, as “a continual source of enjoyable perception of 

other events”, allowing “[t]he intrinsic qualities of things [to] come out with 

startling vigor and freshness just because conventional associations are 

removed”, (1958, p. 365; 1980, p. 95). This is instrumental in the sense that its 

effects are felt not in the moment of the aesthetic undergoing, but in sub-

sequent moments of experience. 

Conclusion. By placing primary, everyday experience of the living 

organism at the foundation of his ontology, Dewey is able to provide 

philosophers, scientists, engineers, and artists with a common ground. Im-

mediate experience provides the material from which all inquiry, creation, 

and validation spring, whether it be scientific or artistic. It is in pursuit of 

enrichment of immediate experience that we perform science and art. In 

science, we seek such enrichment through manipulation of our material 

environment, indirectly bringing about order, harmony, and fulfillment via 

the controlling effects of technology. In art, we deal directly with the aes-

thetic, working within immediate experience in an attempt to replicate those 

moments in experience in which there is “an adjustment of our whole being 

with the conditions of existence”, (1980, p. 17). 
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The Role of Genuineness in Artistic and Aesthetic Experiences 
 

Swantje Martach 

(Autonomous University Barcelona) 

 

 

Content and Mechanism of Genuineness. In ancient Rome existed the 

custom of a father placing his newborn on his knee (lat.: genu) in order to 

acknowledge his paternity. Later, the term genus was used for concepts like 

birth, race, or stock. Today, the adjective genuine is taken as synonym of 

sincere, true, and honest. However I shall argue that genuineness is not just 

describing a situation of pure alignment. In the attempt to approach the phe-

nomenon, the following, by no means exhaustive division into the four sub-

phenomena of naturalness, originality, childlikeness, and authenticity is pro-

posed. 

● Naturalness refers to the connection between a person‟s self and 

innate nature as well as the awareness of this state. The ancient 

Chinese philosopher Zhuang Zhou remarkably used this bisection 

for subjects and objects (Palmer, p. 68 & 202) and defined it as being 

stable but open to maturation (ibid., p. 126 & 162). However also 

William James‟ bipartition of the I of agency (self) and the Me of 

reflection (innate nature) stated in his Principles of Psychology 

(1890) could be applied here. Naturalness is manifest as unaffect-

edness by and independence of inner (such as unhealthy desires, cf. 

Zhuang Zhou, ibid., p. 135, 210 & 271 and Li Zhi, Lee, p. 114) and outer 

influences (resulting in artificialness and self-presentation) and 

leads to the person‟s congruency, harmony and order on the inside 

and outside (Palmer, p. 133). 

● Originality refers to the biographical anchorage and the support 

that can presently be drawn from it. It owns the characteristics of 

an aura (Benjamin, II) as an authoritative constancy and context in 

which the self can thrive. Originality is contrasted by being reor-

ganized (Noë 2015, p. 31) to which especially collectives easily 

seduce. According to Zhuang Zhou, when people wander from 

their innate nature and follow the common herd, it “causes evil and 

hatred“ (Palmer, p. 229). Thus the raison d’être of originality is its 
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power to distinguish the real from the simulacra (Baudrillard, p. 6). 

Eventually this phenomenon leads to the immediate trust in inner 

impulsions (Dewey, p. 60). 

● Childlike perception is said to penetrate reality and capture profun-

dity whilst being open for abstractions and associations (Fineberg, p. 

56 & 74). What is attempted captured by childlikeness covers 

concepts like innocence, uninhibitedness, openness, and ludic 

naïveté, and is opposed to each form of purposefulness or inter-

estedness as coined by Kant in his Critique of Judgement (1790). 

Li Zhi sees the “childlike heart-mind“ (Lee, p. 114) as one of 

humans‟ greatest resources as it leads to purity, imagination, and 

passion that finally result in authenticity. Zhuang Zhou asks 

therefore: “Can you be a little baby? The baby cries all day long 

but its throat never becomes hoarse: that indeed is perfect 

harmony“ (Palmer, p. 203). 

● Not least authenticity (etymologically a combination of Gr. autos, 

self, and entea, tool) is stemming from the ancient Greek theatre 

jargon where it signified the relationship between the artist‟s au-

thentic self and the way it was used as a tool to perform on stage. 

The more these two coincide, the better the play was said to be. 

Authenticity is converse to media in the sense of both tools and 

technology (cf. Noë 2015, p. 22; Luhmann, p. 12), contrary to Hume‟s 

ideal critic as personalization of sameness in perfection (Levinson, 

pp. 225ff), and Rose and Wood‟s hyper-authenticity, the blending of 

fantasy with the real (p. 294). The aim of authenticity states a 

genuine form of interaction between individual being and world. 

But, how does genuineness function? At the basis of its mechanism 

lies the already explained connection between I and Me. Building on this, 

the I confronts the Me with the outer world. This happens in the form of a 

maintaining, searching, and re-finding (always in rotation) of specific facets 

of the own being. To explain this interaction further: maintaining covers the 

nursing, nurturing and conserving of aspects defining one‟s own  nature. 

Besides the self needs to venture out in order to search, to investigate his 

own being as well as the world, following Socrates ancient utterance: “the 

unexamined life is not worth living“ (Plato Apology 38a 5-6). This results in 

establishing affirmative and negative connections to specific objects or 

diverse subjects considered corresponding to or excluded from one‟s own 

being, based on a (re)finding (Zhuang Zhou, Palmer, p. 202) of specific person-

ality aspects. Once happened, it is in the human‟s interest to maintain those 
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(re)found facets of the human‟s own existence whilst being already involved 

in further interaction with the world to dive deeper into one‟s I and Me. This 

infinite mechanism marks genuineness as a kind of Janus-faced phenom-

enon, being both a stable trait (maintaining) and a situational state (search-

ing and (re)finding). Combining content and mechanism, one could define 

genuineness as consisting of the four points of (1) unifying with the natural 

being, (2) maintaining originality, (3) childlike searching, and (4) re-finding 

authenticity. 

Genuineness in Artistic and Aesthetic Experiences. The usage of the 

term experience itself is based here on Dewey‟s definition as a heightened, 

complete (as having a definite beginning and end) vitality (p. 18). The 

application of the above explained concept of genuineness on experiences of 

artistic creation and aesthetic perception expounds itself in four steps. In the 

beginning of artistic and aesthetic experience, two separate relationships 

need to be established, namely the connection between I and Me of the 

human subject and the object alike. Adorno called this latter process spiritu-

alisation as the identification of the object with itself (p. 92). These states, 

though, are not a matter of course of all artistic or aesthetic experiences, but 

need to be cognitively achieved (Dewey, p. 4 & 19) as a collaborative and 

harmonious interaction between subject and object. Noë even sees art as a 

mode of investigation of humanity as such that could help us gather a more 

adequate understanding of our nature (2015, p. 28 & 101). In the second phase 

of artistic experiences an immediate relationship needs to be established 

between the human self, constituted by one‟s own historic origin as much as 

present interests, and the innate nature of the basic material(s) (Dewey, p. 

110), whereas in order to gain an aesthetic experience one has to build an 

immediate relationship between the object‟s self and the innate nature of the 

subject. Thus in both cases it is a combining of two existences, a reciprocal 

induction of subject and object. However the role allocation of who is the 

agent and who the matter of reflection differs. Following there-upon is a 

childlike play with the appeals and impulses at hand. This phase is experi-

enced via free imaginations and associations. At best it takes place in an 

autotelic manner, resulting from naturalness (and spiritualisation) and mean-

ing a forgetting or even destroying of being organized (Noë 2015, p. 115). 

Thus the subject‟s worldview becomes childlike and the object‟s qualities 

manifest for their own sake (Dewey, p. 59). A status of genuineness is being 

aimed for. This is seemingly paradoxical as the creative process consists of 

an elaborating, manufacturing, adopting, manipulating, reorganizing (Noë 

2015, p. 10 & 31) of the natural material, just like the aesthetic experiences is 
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the perception of this reorganized material. Even when referring to ready-

mades, the least manipulated art form, the object becomes reorganized when 

put into the surroundings of art. This is why during this phase object and 

subject can become both, blessing and curse, facilitating as well as hindering 

the flow (Csikszentmihalyi 2008) of the plateau experience (Maslow, p. 13), 

inherently needed as well as always on the brink of becoming too con-

ventionalized for genuine investigation. Simultaneously with and after this 

aforementioned play, both creator and perceiver deal with the purpose of the 

object, with the work of the art (Noë 2015, p. 133; Dewey p. 1). Easily put, for 

the creator it is how and what the perceiver will experience (with) the ob-

ject; for the perceiver it is how and what the creator himself experienced and 

would have intended him/her to experience (with) the object. Therefore it is 

in the creator‟s interest to complete the experience (Dewey, pp. 40-58), to pro-

vide the object with an eigenvalue that gives it the capacity to exist detached 

from its creator in a world of things, stand the test of criticism and time, and 

to finally become perfectly integrated into everyday-life culture (ibid., p. 4 & 

11) as a downward-loop of artistic creation as reorganizing practice to aes-

thetic perception as organized activity (Noë 2015, p. 29, 52 & 71). By this, not 

only the work as product is authenticated, but also the self as producing 

creator. Similarly it is in the perceiver‟s interest to find an authentic piece of 

himself or to authenticate himself through his aesthetic perception. Using 

Adorno‟s words: The perceiver is interested in becoming restored to the 

truth to which the object longs to push him (p. 132). To sum up, the first 

stage of artistic and aesthetic experiences alike consists of entering into and 

connecting the subject‟s I and Me leading to naturalness; the second stage in 

a combination of subject and object resulting in originality followed by the 

third stage of a childlike play with the given impulsions; the fourth and last 

stage is an act of authentication of subject and object. The other way around, 

or mingling all four stages together, both subject and object become 

authenticated by their uninhibited and intuitive interplay between aesthetic 

object and naturally creating subject. 

The Interplay of Taste, Style, and Genuineness in Artistic and Aes-

thetic Experiences. To have style and taste, on the one side a certain founda-

tion of sensibility and sensitivity needs to be maintained which might be ei-

ther innate or gathered during life‟s education (McManus & Furnham, p. 575). 

On the other side, they become more and more improved over time via fre-

quent (and the right, Levinson, p. 225) practices of searching and (re)finding. 

Easily put, one could state that style is the basic, defining element (“no es 

tanto qué se desarrolla… sino cómo se desarrolla“, Castro Rodríguez, p. 66), 
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as well as the desirable outcome of artistic experiences, and that taste acts in 

the same role for aesthetic experiences. According to Noë, style would loop 

down and reorganize not only taste, but every human action (p. 175). How-

ever this seems a little too narrow. Rather I shall argue that taste also loops 

back up and changes style, so that when one of them is improved by an 

action, the other becomes heightened as well (Maslow, p. 90f). Thus both 

basis-result-phenomena are seen as equally included in both kinds of experi-

ences. Inherently involved in creation, just as Dewey is quoted above, is the 

creator‟s question of what he himself actually would like to perceive and be 

confronted with, just like the question of the perceiver‟s taste that until then 

is merely constructed. Similarly, whilst the perceiver experiences an object 

he also tries to experience it regarding his own style, tries to extract aspects 

of the object and the creation process inherent in it which could affect his 

own style. Thus style and taste are combined in the same way as the above 

explained aspects naturalness and originality are combined: they state a con-

nection between the subject‟s and object‟s I and Me in order to then connect 

subject and object with another. 

 Yet neither can style and taste be developed in isolation (Noë Sept 

2015, p. 5), nor are they autonomous achievements. They result from human 

sense perception which is brought into its existing order by the multitude of 

history, society, and community. So when Zhuang Zhou poses the question 

“Do I have to look to something else to be what I am?“ (Palmer, p. 20), the 

reply would be: Yes, namely to the world surrounding you. Along with this 

process comes a self-discovery leading to a deep understanding of the one‟s 

own subject as well as its surrounding objects. Its atomic element states the 

infinite exclusion of things, traits, and even other humans that comes with 

the simple observation of “No, this is not me“. In parallel lies the infinite 

inclusion of things, traits, humans that are judged by the statement “Yes, this 

indeed is me“. The mighty arising question which of these two processes, 

the affirmative or the negative, is stronger seems secondary as the power 

relation can shift from phase to phase, from situation to situation. This is 

quite contrary to Danto‟s view of style and taste as constancies acting in our 

unconsciousness: if you have them, then you do not pay any attention to 

them. When they indeed come to consciousness, then they are deemed to 

become lost in being mere manners, just as the subject becomes alienated 

from its innate nature. So is his perspective (p. 198). Thus style and taste are 

seen here as developing in comparison to the multitude and resulting in con-

forming or contrasting a person‟s own being with or against the sometimes 

only abstractly constructed other (Noë 2015, p. 98 & 175ff; Levinson, p. 230; 
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Benjamin, III). This is by no means a strict, serious process of individuals 

knowing beforehand what they like and dislike, but rather a play-like 

approximating and testing of aspects in order to find out about one‟s own 

authentic being (finding) or authenticating one‟s own being (re-finding). In 

their effect style and taste are both equalizer as well as distinguisher. They 

are equal to one another as they are both inherent elements of artistic and 

aesthetic experiences, are dependent on one another as well as the surround-

ing world, and equalize the humans involved in the process of self-discovery 

as each person is questioning his own being whilst in search for them, 

(Maslow, p. 100). In the same way they are distinguished from one another as 

representing different aspects of aesthetic personalities (Levinson, p. 229) just 

like they distinguish humans from each other as each has and evolves a 

different manifestation of style and taste. 

Comparing style, taste, and genuineness in a more static way four 

parallels can be drawn. First, all three concepts are tools for the reflection 

and expression of humans‟ and objects‟ nature. Second, it is of importance 

for all three concepts to stay unique and original in the meaning of not 

letting a reorganization by any conventions or traditions happen and staying 

sharply distinguished from all circulating simulacra. Third, all three con-

cepts mark a loose frame in which the human sets out to playfully interact 

with the surrounding world and to discover via a mechanism of affirmation-

differentiation the endless variations possible with the individual‟s own 

abilities and the objects at hand. Fourth, in the same way as style, taste, and 

genuineness result from an infinity, they also lead to an infinity, namely the 

infinity of variation of authentic beings. However these three concepts do 

not only exist parallel to each other. Rather, they are interconnected in two 

diverse ways. On one hand, style and taste are seen as resulting from genu-

ineness, just as they also lead to an improvement of genuineness – both via 

artistic or aesthetic experiences. When being firm about a genuine aspect of 

the self, the individual can develop therefrom a manifestation of the own 

style or taste, just like being firm about an aspect of the individual‟s own 

style and taste can constitute a manifestation genuineness. Replying to the 

chicken-and-egg question which of genuineness, style, and taste must have 

been there first is something that at least here cannot be undertaken as with-

in artistic and aesthetic experiences all three aspects act together in a mutu-

ally nourishing and pushing way, having the same defined aim to refine the 

individual‟s being. On the other hand, such concepts as Hume‟s ideal critic 

claim to establish a standard for style and taste that should be longed for. 

But when pushing them to always higher levels, the question arises where 
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one will end. Levinson here proposes the “paradox of aesthetic perfection-

ism“ (p. 229), meaning that the self should do both, improve taste and style 

whilst maintaining genuineness. Thus besides Hume‟s ideal, also their de-

gree of genuineness could be used as a metric to compare and evaluate style 

and taste. In any case, perfect style or taste are as impossible to achieve as 

pure genuineness. All three aims should not be strived for. Zhuang Zhou 

wrote: “the perfect man has no self“ (Palmer, p. 3). In this human shortcom-

ing lies the chance to live in attention, in care, in genuine style and taste. 

Genuineness Manifestations in Artistic and Aesthetic Experiences 

The Fashion of Gabriele Strehle. Gabriele Strehle is a German fash-

ion designer of the company Strenesse. Her work is deeply marked by the 

two ideals of Hautigkeit (German for approx. skin-likeness) and adequacy. 

By following her self-acclaimed ideal of Hautigkeit Strehle strives for a 

harmonious interrelation between clothes and wearer in the same way in 

which she explains the harmony extending when two humans become 

closely interconnected (p. 216). Hereby the cloth acts as a second skin, of-

fering well-being (p. 174) and safety (p. 188), and compensating the subject‟s 

imperfection by its own softness and tenderness (p. 143). Building on this, 

the wearer‟s self is enabled to search for and uninhibitedly embody just the 

person‟s own being. Furthermore Strehle's fashion is about adequacy. Each 

individual equally owns specific body proportions that demand the play with 

specific clothing proportions aiming at the distinguishing of that individual‟s 

own style and taste from others. This can be achieved by not economizing 

on quality ingredients (p. 152) and paying attention to the adequate dosage of 

details and appeals (p. 169f) similar to spices for a dish (p. 175). The sense for 

this adequacy is a talent that according to Strehle everybody owns and has 

immediate, instinctive access to (p. 176 & 199), however only a few are en-

gaged in this caring (p. 204). Thus Strehle strives for the ideal of a genuine 

interaction between object and subject. Following Benjamin‟s subdivision of 

the arts‟ value into cult and exhibition value (V) the designer leaves fash-

ion‟s value of exhibiting the I aside and places her emphasis on the value of 

wearing the cultivated and authenticated Me. 

The Movies of Quentin Tarantino. Tarantino‟s movie style is marked 

by his filming of specific visual aspects leading to a sort of over-stressing of 

their details. With this, he not only guides the audience‟s attention to them, 

but evokes certain sensual affects, emotions, and even the impression of 

participation (Dewey, p. 22 & 30) – one feels as being able to even taste the 

beer Django taps. However it is nothing umreal or fantastic he depicts, but 

rather a super-real depiction of the real by which the real (or what is de-
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picted as real and in general could be the perceiver‟s own reality) becomes a 

rather excessive experience. So could this deepened or heightened percep-

tion in Tarantino‟s movies be regarded as genuine? In a time when reality 

becomes increasingly replaced by simulacra, the simulation of genuineness 

is preferred over the genuine (Baudrillard p. 7ff) as it is digested easier by 

tricking the self into simulated perception whilst keeping a certain distance, 

knowing that the visual impulsions are just simulated, not real (Rose & Wood, 

p. 292 & 299). When using such horrific elements as the beheading of a per-

son in The Hateful Eight, Tarantino evokes a sort of Oedipus-effect: Al-

though the viewer wants to have that imagination, he does not want to be in 

that situation (Sugiyama, p. 16). In any case that imagination stimulates the 

negotiation of real and fantastic elements, leading to a hyper-authentic expe-

rience. Benjamin saw a sharp distinction between the perception of illusion-

ary film scenes and personal, immediate, real-life perception (XI, XIII). The 

first penetrates the latter (like one of the down-ward-loops explained by 

Noë) which should be preferred over the former (X). Thus it could be stated 

that by simulating genuineness Tarantino fulfills the artist‟s task, defined by 

Gombrich in Art and Illusion (1960), to create illusions, offers the chance for 

thought experiences in which already Aristotle saw the arts power and 

raison d’être, and distracts the audience from their daily routine. 

Nevertheless creative experiences are undertaken in order to remind 

the perceiver of what active living is (Noë 2015, p. 79). Thus they have the 

purpose of genuinizing their audience. Tarantino‟s genuinizing strategy can 

be subdivided into three aspects. First, he does the deep-diving into reality‟s 

details that should naturally be done by the viewers. Thereby he offers us a 

temporal resort of the always faster flitting and sipping through impressions 

that is so often called life (Dewey, p. 46). By this he seems to lean on Peter 

Brook‟s idea that theatre should create an improvised, more real, and there-

fore genuine (or maybe even hyper-genuine) present, aiming at the audi-

ence‟s freer flowing (pp. 114-157). Second, playing with original elements in 

order to give impulses of the sort “This is how beautiful life could be. This 

is all around me. I am just not paying enough attention to live life uninhibit-

edly to the full“ it seems like he wants to pass his unusually high sensitivity 

for the details‟ qualities that is often ascribed to artists of any sort (Dewey, p. 

51) further to the public and thereby achieve to awake the publics‟ aesthetic 

instead of the wild seeing (Noë 2015, p. 52). Third, by using only elements 

rooted in reality he seems to attempt to overcome the state of being twice 

removed from reality that Plato attributed to art so that the viewers indeed 

do not have to trick themselves into fantastic perception but become offered 
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an immediate, authentic, even more authentic seeing than in reality. Thus 

Tarantino uses all four elements of genuineness in his filming style: he 

carries out the deep-diving of natural perception, plays with original ele-

ments to evoke childlikeness, and tries to achieve an authentic experience. 

Nonetheless, although an imagination is always consisting of a double-fold 

relationship to the subject as well as to the object (Mendelssohn, p. 384) and 

thereby also establishes a connection between the latter two, the distinction 

between experiencing an object and experiencing its depiction cannot be 

overcome (Noë Sept 2015, p. 4). Not even by Tarantino. So to find an answer 

about whether his movies state a simulation of or play with genuineness 

having the aim to (re)activate the audience‟s perception is something that is 

left open for the reader to perform. In which direction the reader will be 

drawn surely depends upon what he or she is expecting to happen whilst 

watching Tarantino‟s work – if an experience of realization or of sensation 

is longed for (Mendelssohn, p. 64). 

Conclusion. The phenomenon of genuineness is perceived as being 

subdivided into naturalness, originality, childlikeness, and authenticity. 

Within artistic and aesthetic experiences, genuineness functions as a con-

structing and maintaining of the relationships subject-subject and object-

object, on the basis of which the I and Me of subject and object become 

interconnected. Building on this, a childlike play is undertaken in order to 

search and (re)find specific aspects of the (subjects‟ and/or objects‟) being, 

so that the experiences can be completed as an act of authentication. Com-

paring style and taste with genuineness, the former two include all four sub-

aspects of, result from, and improve the latter. Besides, genuineness can be 

seen as a metric to evaluate style and taste. In order to exemplify the above 

described concepts and mechanisms, Gabriele Strehle‟s fashion combination 

of Hautigkeit and adequacy just like the movies of Quentin Tarantino, being 

either simulation of or play with genuineness, have been discussed. 

Although traditionally the artistic and aesthetic experience alike be-

come abstractly drawn into linear models (Guilford, p. 41; Leder et al., p. 492), 

other approaches conceive these experiences rather as a successful inter-

action between subject and world (Dewey, p. 45; Csiksgentmihalyi 2013). The 

present paper sees itself as a combination of both ways of ex-pounding ar-

tistic and aesthetic experiences as it sketches their content and mechanism 

with respect to genuineness and additionally promotes a connection between 

subject and object happening simultaneously with and being indispensable 

from a genuine experience. Hereby an experience is seen as genuine insofar 

as it reveals the subjects‟ and objects‟ inner proceedings, happens disinter-
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estedly about the outer power struggles and purposes, and leads to a critical 

dialogue based on disagreement which bears the potential to genuinize its 

participants. The importance of dealing with genuineness as phenomenon 

lies in the threatening realization of human self-alienation (Benjamin, Epi-

logue) as well as the human alienation from genuinely experiencing objects 

and experiencing genuine objects. However, genuineness states a subjectivi-

ty complicating its investigation, and the present paper should be read as 

providing merely some first thoughts which definitely will be modified and 

developed further. In the margins, investing effort into the development of 

combinatory terms of the artistic and the aesthetic as well as of style and 

taste could be helpful to that end. Benjamin stated that ever since it has been 

art‟s task to create a demand whose satisfaction can be achieved “only 

later“, (XIV). Today Noë sees art as an investigating mode of the human 

nature. Put in a nutshell, my paper‟s impetus is that artistic and aesthetic 

experiences can and indeed do provide hints about what genuineness is, how 

it can be grasped, and in what way it can be seen as a value for leading a 

higher, more intense life, (Maslow, p. 20; Dewey, p. 16). 
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Throughout the history of Western philosophy, aesthetics has often 

been confronted with the demand to justify its import and relevance as an 

area of study. Still today, aesthetics faces a degree of dismissiveness. For 

many, the issue is a skeptical one: there just aren‟t compelling reasons to 
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believe that aesthetic judgments and values have a decisive and meaningful 

contribution to practical philosophy. This concern is not something to be 

dismissed out of hand; it does seem counter-intuitive, perhaps, to respond to 

the very real threat of violence and injustice in the world by “retreating” into 

the imaginative and abstract world presented in and through works of art. It 

would be premature, however, to simply give up on the critical potential of 

aesthetics. First, it is worth examining the work of those who have attempt-

ed to defend the relevance of art in times of social-political strife. Two such 

philosophers, Friedrich Schiller and Theodor Adorno – both writing out of 

an age of brutal war, torture, and indeed, holocaust – advocated art as not 

just one of many, but indeed as perhaps the most promising and fecund site 

for social-political critique. Aesthetics is not merely a world into which qui-

etists can retreat; instead, Adorno and Schiller argue that the realm of art is 

uniquely situated to give visibility to the violence of our present. Art offers 

the possibility of confronting that violence in a way that does not employ or 

fall back on the very problematic thinking that engendered it in the first 

place. Interestingly, Schiller and Adorno present two importantly distinct 

frameworks through which we can begin to think about the critical power of 

art. I wish here to address the two options offered in Schiller and Adorno‟s 

thought, pointing out where they converge and where they depart from one 

another. 

Despite the centuries stretched between them, Schiller and Adorno 

offer more or less the same dismal diagnosis of their respective historical 

contexts, the sickness of which they trace back to the Enlightenment. The 

Enlightenment conception of freedom or autonomy as liberation from domi-

nation by contingent, material conditions (including feeling or desire, na-

ture, and the authority of the state) was thought to be possible only through 

the development of reason and its elevation over such material contingen-

cies. Reacting against humanity‟s vulnerability in the face of natural or 

material forces, a driving element of the Enlightenment was to “break the 

compulsion of nature by breaking nature.”
1
 Through the elevation of reason 

and the expansion of the sciences, humanity could find new and efficient 

ways to manipulate, penetrate, understand, and thereby exert power over the 

world. Yet the Enlightenment, as Adorno and Horkheimer noted, missed its 

mark; it could not but fail to achieve humanity‟s liberation from natural 

necessity precisely because the domination of nature through reason requir-

                                                 
1 Th.W. Adorno & M. Horkheimer Dialectic of Enlightenment, ed. G.S. Noerr, trans. 

E. Jephcott, Stanford UP 2002, p. 9. Henceforth: DE. 
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ed sacrificing human subjectivity through the tyranny of reason and abstract 

thought over sensuous feeling and embodied experience. As Schiller puts it 

in Letters on the Aesthetic Education of Man [1794], 
 

Everlastingly chained to a single fragment of the whole, man 

himself develops into nothing but a fragment; everlastingly in 

his ear the monotonous sound of the wheel that he turns, he 

never develops the harmony of his being, and instead of put-

ting the stamp of humanity upon his own nature, he becomes 

nothing more than the imprint of his occupation or of his 

specialized knowledge... Thus little by little the concrete life 

of the individual is destroyed in order that the abstract idea of 

the whole may drag out its sorry existence...
1
 

 

The call to address these problems and raise them to the level of 

awareness without falling back into their pervasive, oppressive domain 

necessitates careful attention to the standpoint required of such a task. 

Schiller and Adorno shared reservations about treating these issues discur-

sively in philosophy. For Adorno, the tendency of traditional metaphysics to 

forge identities between thought and matter has played a decisive role in 

stripping material reality of its irreducibility. Schiller expressed a similar 

concern, explaining that in order to make sense of contingent materiality, the 

philosopher “must first bind it in the fetters of rule, tear its fair body to 

pieces by reducing it to concepts, and preserve its living spirit in a skeleton 

of words”, (Letters, p. 88). Thus the “urgent need of our age” is not the in-

tervention of reason, but rather “the development of man‟s capacity for 

feeling”, in the hopes that it will provide better insight on the proper relation 

between thought and materiality, reason and sensuousness, (ibid., p. 107). 

With this in mind, Schiller and Adorno both turn to the aesthetic in order to 

secure the proper battlegrounds for social critique. The artwork, they claim, 

is a uniquely fecund locus for critique, insofar as it presents a way of relat-

ing reason and sensuousness other than through hierarchical domination and 

violent appropriation. Yet what is particularly interesting in tracing the 

thread between Schiller and Adorno is the moment where they radically 

break – in the confrontation between beauty and ugliness. 

                                                 
1 Eds. W. Hinderer & D.O. Dahlstrom, trans. E.M. Wilkinson & L.A. Willoughby, 

Continuum International 2005, p. 100f. Henceforth: Letters. 
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While Schiller advocated the educative power of beauty to teach us 

how to become both united and free, Adorno criticized beautiful art for con-

cealing the heteronomy at work beneath the semblance of autonomy. 

Moving away from the utopian images offered by beautiful art, Adorno 

rallied for the power of ugly art to expose a culture‟s contradictions and 

violence. This divergence on where to locate the critical power of art is 

grounded in, I believe, a fundamental disagreement concerning the task of 

critique itself. While Schiller believed that art could critique the present, in 

part, through its projection of an ideal future toward which we should strive, 

Adorno emphasized the way in which beauty‟s promise of redemption is 

perpetually broken. Instead, Adorno suggests that it is only through the 

illumination of the present and its immanent violence that art can truly be 

critical. In the following pages, I will explicate the aesthetic theories offered 

by Schiller and Adorno in the hopes that we might begin to think carefully 

through the critical power of art as foundation in aesthetics. 

In the Letters, Schiller sought to draw a productive analogy between 

the constitution of the work of art and of the human being. Human nature, 

he argued, can be understood as a combination of both a formal, rule-mak-

ing rational drive and a material, particularizing sensuous drive. Likewise, 

the work of art is composed of both its material and formal rule. While the 

appropriate balance between reason and sensuousness has been utterly dis-

rupted in human nature through the hierarchization and domination of ab-

stract reason over sensuous reality, the truth of their proper unity has been 

preserved in beautiful works of art. Schiller wrote, the “truth lives on in the 

illusion of art, and it is from this copy, or afterimage, that the original image 

will once again be restored”, (ibid., p. 109). Indeed, for Schiller, beauty in art 

is nothing other than the result of the “reciprocal action of two opposed 

drives” and the “uniting of two opposed principles” – namely, form and 

matter, (ibid., p. 132). 

In beautiful works of art, Schiller explains, each particular element 

appears to strive toward the unity of the whole, not through coercion but 

rather through their own consent. As such, when the particular elements of a 

composition appear constrained or obscured by the others, the work of art 

fails to be beautiful. Instead, the particular must appear to be “constrained 

by its own rule”, as if it were following “its own will” – not only in order to 

express its own freedom but also in order to respect and preserve the free-
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dom of the other particular elements.
1
 It is as if the particular elements 

acknowledge the dependency of their freedom on the freedom of the whole. 

This mutual reciprocity between each particular element of a work of art is 

reproduced on the level of form and matter, more generally. The form of the 

whole requires particular material through which it can become actual, and 

the material is able to express its necessity, its nature, only through its shap-

ing by the formal rule. Though it is true that the form necessarily restrains 

the material by exerting its rule and, likewise, that the particular material 

constrains the form by particularizing it through its concretization, this 

mutual restraint is precisely what allows both the form and material to reach 

their full expression and power. Schiller writes, 
 

It is necessary for every great composition that the particular 

restrict itself to let the whole reach its effect. If this restriction 

by the particular is at once the effect of its freedom, that is, if it 

posits the whole itself, the composition is beautiful. Beauty is 

power limited through itself; restriction of power, (Kallias, p. 

171). 
 

Yet the fecundity of beautiful art as a locus for critiquing the hierar-

chical domination present in our social relations is not simply reducible, for 

Schiller, to its analogy with the proper balance between the rational and sen-

suous drives in human nature. Beauty also inaugurates a radically non-

appropriative mode of relating to otherness. The dynamic of the aesthetic 

relation is one that is not found elsewhere in our encounters with objects; 

while we typically engage with objects in terms of their utility (Schiller also 

argues that our social relation are often negotiated by this same concern for 

utility), art resists its appropriation by an economy of means towards ends. 

In the encounter with beautiful works of art, “we demand nothing other than 

freedom from them and... our only concern is that they be what they are 

through themselves”, (Kallias, p. 154). In the aesthetic experience, freedom is 

not reducible to the power of exercising dominion over otherness, but is 

instead a call or demand placed upon us by that otherness. The way in which 

beautiful art resists and confounds our attempt to extract its meaning or its 

formal rule renders us utterly disinterested in succeeding at such an attempt 

                                                 
1 “Kallias or Concerning Beauty: Letters to Gottfried Körner” [1793], Classic and 

Romantic German Aesthetics, ed. J.M. Bernstein, Cambridge UP 2003, p. 171. 

Henceforth: Kallias. 
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to truly “know” the work of art. Instead, “neither able nor inclined to search 

for its ground outside it”, we are content to let the work simply be. 

Thus, in the image of the beautiful, we are confronted with the sem-

blance of the very kind of equilibrium and reciprocity that Schiller wants to 

restore between the rational and sensuous drives that constitute human 

nature. However, this mutual reciprocity that appears in beauty is, Schiller 

admits, “no more than an idea” that can never truly be actualized in art, (Let-

ters, p. 132). This is precisely why Schiller says that the truth of human free-

dom lives on in the illusion of art, rather than in its truth; the work of art is 

made possible only through the heteronomous intervention of the artist, who 

imposes the form on the material, often through disruptive, wasteful, or vio-

lent means. Indeed, beauty only appears through a sufficient concealment of 

the artist‟s technical production. It is only when we are unable to find the 

rule or the ground of the work of art that we regard it as autonomous. 

Schiller writes, 
 

No object in nature and even less so in art is free of constraint 

and rules, none is determined through itself, as soon as we 

reflect on it [nachdenken]. Each exists through another, each 

exists for another, none has autonomy... Judging an object as 

free in appearance depends simply on completely abstracting 

it from its grounds of determination, (Kallias, p. 155). 
 

It is moments like these that hint at the potentially problematic side 

of Schiller‟s exaltation of beauty and its power to teach us how to be free. It 

seems that the appearance of autonomy in beautiful works of art can be 

attributed, at least in part, to a kind of indulgence in ignorance. We know, 

for all practical purposes, that the work of art has been shaped and produced 

heteronomously by the artist; nevertheless, we are content to take pleasure 

in its illusory freedom. It is only when we entirely abstract the work of art 

from its material ground that we can see the work as free; and while this ab-

straction is, on Schiller‟s account, not something that the viewer of art in-

tends but is something they are called to do through the masterful work of 

the artist‟s technical concealment, it may not prove to be a satisfactory miti-

gation of the issue. Despite Schiller‟s emphasis on the appearance of the 

mutual reciprocity between form and matter, the very condition for the pos-

sibility of this appearance is that the artist‟s imposition of form entirely 

“consume[s] the material”, (Letters, p. 151). The task of the artist‟s technique 

is to erase any trace of the material of the work in order to allow the form, 
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alone, to capture our attention and prevent the understanding from reflecting 

on the determinate ground of the artwork. As Schiller writes in Kallias, 
 

In an artwork, the matter must lose itself in the form, the body 

in the idea, the reality in appearance... If the carved column 

reveals its origin in stone even in a single mark, which origi-

nates not from the idea but from the nature of the material, its 

beauty suffers; for there is heteronomy, (Kallias, p. 179f). 
 

Following such remarks as these, it is difficult to think through the 

appearance of freedom in the work of art separately from its concealment of 

heteronomy. Despite the call of the work of art to be regarded as free or as 

irreducible, this effect is achieved only through violent means. It is thus 

through appropriation that the work of art appears irreducible; it is through 

heteronomy that autonomy is made to be seen. 

Nevertheless, Schiller insists that it is from this illusory image of 

autonomy in beautiful art that we are meant to restore true freedom to hu-

man nature. If we were to develop both our capacity for reason and for 

feeling so that they never eclipse one another but rather simultaneously 

resist and complete one another, as appears in the work of art, human nature 

would cease to be fragmented. Restoring the wholeness to human nature 

will not only make possible individual freedom but also the freedom of the 

social-political whole in which she lives: “Once man is inwardly at one with 

himself, he will be able to preserve his individuality however much he may 

universalize his conduct...”, (Letters, p. 95). If we were to regard other indi-

viduals as demanding a certain respect for their autonomy and irreducibility, 

we could imagine an ethical relation that is resistant to a collapse into appro-

priation or objectification. 

A question naturally follows from this description of beauty as the 

mere appearance of freedom through technique: How can beautiful art teach 

us to actualize a truth that it can only pretend? Can aesthetic beauty make 

good on its promise to show us how to become more beautiful, more free? 

Or is it rather the case that the deceptive element of beauty undermines not 

only its own autonomy but also its ability to transform our social relations? 

It is this latter possibility that Adorno takes up in his posthumously 

published text, Aesthetic Theory. The contents of that text arm us with good 

reasons to concede to Schiller that his confidence in the educative power of 

beauty was grounded in some truth: There is, indeed, an analogy at work 

between our freedom and its appearance in aesthetic beauty. The problem, 
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however, is that the freedom that is presented to us in beauty is nothing 

other than the freedom proscribed by the Enlightenment: the subservience of 

the particular to the universal, the erasure or exclusion of whatever does not 

consent to the formal rule, and an attempt to hide this very process of do-

mination. Despite Schiller‟s attempt to work against an ideology of pure 

reason in rethinking beauty otherwise than through the Enlightenment 

conception of freedom, even he admits that beauty‟s ability to embody this 

otherwise is strictly as appearance; beauty in art, even as Schiller understood 

it, boils down to a sleight of hand, a deception. According to Adorno, it is 

precisely this failure of beauty to make good on its promise of freedom or of 

happiness that makes it no longer tolerable. In light of the unfreedom that 

persists in reality in spite of beauty‟s promise, it seems that an insistence on 

beautiful art can only reinforce our present social conditions. Beautiful art, 

according to Adorno, “achieves an unreal reconciliation at the price of real 

reconciliation”.
1
 

It is precisely a turn away from the conciliatory understanding of art 

that Adorno urges us to consider. Rather than console our impoverished 

present through the presencing of some utopian future, art must spit reality 

back at us, with all of its flaws, its contradictions, its ugliness. If art is to be 

critical of its present, it must no longer attempt to project a redemptive 

future toward which we should strive, but instead it must respond to the 

urgent demand of the present to expose its immanent violence. “If thought is 

in any way to gain a relation to art it must be on the basis that something in 

reality, something back of the veil spun by the interplay of institutions and 

false needs, objectively demands art, and that it demands an art that speaks 

for what the veil hides”, (AT, p. 26). 

For Adorno, the critical power of art is made possible through the 

concomitance of its resemblance of the ideological dialectic at work in its 

external social relations and its own dialectical self-undermining. Every 

artwork, in its production of a seemingly self-enclosed unity that exists apart 

from the empirical world of means and ends, strives toward its own “self-

identity”, (AT, p. 4). Indeed, artworks appear to have a life of their own, in 

which the relation of their parts to their whole serves no purpose than can be 

found beyond the artwork; this is precisely what grants art its semblance of 

autonomy. This self-seclusion and wholeness is precisely what is denied, 

Adorno claims, to individuals in an industrialized, capitalist society, in 

which the meaning of every individual part is made identical to a whole 

                                                 
1 Ed. & trans. R. Hullot-Kentor, Minnesota UP 1997, p. 72. Hence-forth: AT. 
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from which they are, in fact, alienated. In their rejection of the empirical 

world, artworks are able to “speak in a fashion that is denied to natural 

objects and the subjects who make them... by virtue of the communication 

of everything particular in them”, (AT, p. 5). In this way, artworks escape the 

utter arbitrariness of the empirically existent. However, this semblance of 

autonomy is, as we saw with Schiller, only one element of the artwork. In 

the same moment that the artwork proclaims its freedom and its self-

sufficient meaning, it negates this very autonomy in its unavoidably arti-

factual character. As products of social labor, caught up within a commod-

ified art world, works of art undermine their autonomy through their en-

trenchment in the very empirical world that they reject. Indeed, it is to this 

world that they owe their very existence. Just as in Schiller‟s analysis, the 

artwork is constituted by a fundamental, irresolvable tension between its 

form and its matter. If its form, on the one hand, projects the image of its 

autonomy and self-identity, its content or material exposes its empirical 

element. 

This self-subversion of the artwork‟s autonomy can lead either to its 

ideological reappropriation by culture or to its eruption within that culture as 

its very critique. If this fundamental tension is covered over or mitigated 

through an artworks assimilation by the commodified art world or through 

its conciliatory offering of cathartic pleasure, the artwork remains entrench-

ed within the ideological dialectic of nature and its domination that it repro-

duces on the level of its own inner relation between form and matter. If, on 

the other hand, the artwork‟s tension goes unresolved and sustains its 

visibility, it presents a potentially fecund site for a critical examination of 

the contradictions and violence of social relations that it presents, at a dis-

tance, in the aesthetic. 
 

[The artwork‟s] immanent historicity as a dialectic of nature 

and its domination, not only is of the same essence as the 

dialectic external to them but resembles it without imitating it. 

The aesthetic force of production is the same as that of 

productive labor and has the same teleology; and what may be 

called aesthetic relations of production... are sedimentations or 

imprintings of social relations of production, (AT, p. 5). 
 

In their resemblance of the dialectic present in social relations, for 

Adorno, as for Schiller, artworks uniquely are equipped to serve as “answers 

to the puzzle externally posed to them”, (AT, p. 5). But rather than preserv-
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ing what has been lost in reality through a utopian image of a redeemed 

future, Adorno argues that artworks are critical in their representation of the 

dialectic that is actively at work within the present. The tension within the 

artwork, he claims, is inextricably tied to the tension of its particular histori-

cal context. The very dialectic that constitutes the artwork is the social-

empirical dialectic from which they turn away. The violence endemic to 

social reality is reproduced in the artwork as the violence of formalization. 

What is essential in order for the artwork not to simply imitate, but rather to 

give visibility to, the violence of its external world is the refusal to conceal 

or disguise their inner-tension; instead, artworks explicitly bear the “fis-

sures” and scars that occur in the process of formal integration (and its 

material resistance), (AT, p. 7). 

Thus, as artist David Beech insightfully noted, Adorno seems to indi-

cate a “counter-promise” of ugliness that stands in direct opposition to the 

unredeemed promise of the beautiful.
1
 The counter-promise of ugly art is to 

renounce the false tranquility of the beautiful, to refuse to conceal tension 

where it exists, and to resist formalization and appropriation by an aesthetic 

call to order. In ugly art, the traces of formal violence are not erased – on the 

contrary, they are made radically explicit and call for our attention. Thus it 

is important to ask: what is ugliness, and how can it achieve this task of 

making the invisible traces of violence visible once again? To talk about the 

ugliness of reality is one thing, but what role can or does ugliness play in 

aesthetics? What does ugly art consist in and how does it succeed as 

critique? 

The history of traditional German Aesthetics to which Adorno is re-

sponding has very little to say about ugliness. Until Adorno, the ugly had 

either been excluded as non-aesthetic, insofar as aesthetic categories must 

produce a feeling of pleasure, or it may be included, but only as the negative 

image of beauty – as the formless, the raw, the deformed, and the degene-

rate. Adorno, pushing against this tradition, insists that not only must we 

reject this notion of the ugly as the entirely relational, negative counterpart 

to beauty, but that we also must flip its genealogical script. We must not 

only admit that the ugly is, but that it is actually more primary, more primor-

dial than beauty. Adorno suggests that the role of the ugly in archaic or 

primitive art was to reflect the suffering, pain, and fears of a given culture or 

society. The representation of images of terror intimated and in some ways 

                                                 
1 “On the Counter-Promise of Ugliness”, Art Monthly, March 11, artmonthly.co.uk, 

p. 5. 
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expiated the anxieties of existence and the fragility of life. Beauty, on the 

other hand, emerged as a the “renunciation of what was once feared”, (AT, p. 

47). This repudiation of the fears and suffering of existence first engen-dered 

the ugly as ugly and gave birth to its counter-image: harmonious ex-istence, 

freedom from nature‟s domination, a life without suffering. 

This genealogy offered by Adorno certainly seems to speak to the 

typical rebukes against the ugly. There is often an ethical component either 

explicitly or implicitly at work in the condemnation of ugliness as perverse 

or degenerate. Indeed, there have been fairly recent attempts, by thinkers in-

cluding Elaine Scarry at Harvard University, to revitalize beauty on the 

basis of its supposedly ethical power. Like Schiller, Scarry and others claim 

that beauty is linked to justice, fairness, and goodness; to disavow beauty in 

favor of ugliness would be to forsake the hope of ethical life. To abandon 

beauty‟s promise risks stepping into disorder, disunity, and violence. To 

condemn the depictions of suffering and fear in ugly art as perverse or 

“degenerate”, is thus an attempt to distance oneself from such suffering and 

hold out on the hope for reconciliation. 

Adorno anticipates this position; he writes, “The aesthetic condemna-

tion of the ugly is dependent on the inclination... to equate, justly, the ugly 

with the expression of suffering and, by projecting it, to despise it”, (AT, p. 

68). In thinking through this concern, it is perhaps helpful to take up Mark 

Cousin‟s insight in his 1994 essay, “The Ugly,” which suggests that society 

views ugliness as a kind of stain that threatens, through sheer proximity, to 

infect subjectivity and the moral realm. The ugly, like the stain, “must be 

cleansed”.
1
 Similarly, Adorno describes the way in which a society that 

clings to the promise of freedom is compelled to expunge anything that is 

not beautiful in order to sustain its appearance of autonomy. It is not dif-

ficult to see the repressive element within this desire to cleanse the ugly in 

order to preserve the moral integrity of society. As Beech puts it, clinging to 

beauty in the hopes of moral preservation amounts to a “trading in of the 

promise of happiness for the production of social complicity. In short, a call 

to order”, (op.cit., p. 5). 

The task of art today, according to Adorno, is not to defend ugly art 

against the charge of degeneracy or perversity; instead, art must “[meet] this 

rebuke by refusing to affirm the miserable course of the world as the iron 

law of nature”, (AT, p. 68). Art, if it is not to console us, must take up the 

                                                 
1 “The Ugly”, AA Files, no. 28, Architectural Association School of Architecture 

1994, p. 63. 
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cause of the ugly, but not through an attempt to integrate it, mitigate it, or to 

make it more socially palatable. “Rather, in the ugly, art must denounce the 

world that creates and reproduces the ugly in its own image”, (AT, p. 48). 

Ugly art‟s critical element is the eruption of what does not belong 

and cannot be made congruous from out of the formalizing, rational rule 

that exerts its control over both the artwork and the world in which it is 

produced. As such, ugliness is undeniably antagonistic; it takes the “scars” 

of our world, puts them in plain view, and denies us the catharsis of 

aesthetic pleasure. It can accomplish this antagonism in several ways: by 

undermining the illusory autonomy of art through the intentional exposure 

of its technical production (as in Wangechi Mutu‟s work); by mimicking the 

abstractness of social relations through the intensification of its own 

abstractness (as in the paintings of Wols or Cy Twombly); through the 

dissonant and disturbing combination of anatomical horror and poetic form 

(as in Gottfried Benn‟s poetry); or simply by giving visibility to what soci-

ety wishes to render invisible. Adorno explains that ugliness succeeds as 

critique insofar as the sheer force of its expression is felt as a “wound of 

society”, (AT, p. 323). He writes, “The socially critical zones of artworks are 

those where it hurts; where in their expression, historically determined, the 

untruth of the social situation comes to light”, (AT, p. 323). 

There is, of course, much more to be said about beauty and ugliness 

and its treatment not only in Schiller and Adorno‟s work but in con-

temporary thought, as well. The modest hope of this essay, however, has 

been merely to begin to raise two opposing ways of thinking through the 

critical power of art. It is no coincidence, I would argue, that times of strife 

and war in the political world has always had their corresponding artistic 

movements. Indeed, while art has long been considered by philosophers and 

others as an entirely self-contained sphere concerned only with entertain-

ment or pleasure, Schiller and Adorno give us the tools to begin to see the 

fundamental ways in which art always contains some reflection on the world 

from out of which it emerges. Whether we turn toward beauty or toward 

ugliness to perform the task of critique could make the difference between 

perpetuating ideology or forging a resistance against it. 
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I wish to ask, in the hermeneutic fashion, for a question to which 

aesthetics is an answer. A dominant definition of aesthetics as a philosophy 

of art is insufficient for establishing a common ground for the aesthetics of, 

for example, Benedetto Croce, Martin Heidegger, John Dewey, Arthur 

Danto and Theodor Adorno. True, they all touch upon art but the impression 

is also that they share only the name aesthetics and not a common concept 

of it. The different questions they raise may leave the reader in aesthetics 

with the feeling of being lost in the discussions. 

It is with caution I say a question to which aesthetics is an answer 

because there are more entrances to aesthetics. However, I will suggest a 

common theme which can serve as a guiding idea for understanding how the 

different discourses are related. The common theme is not explicit in most 

discourses on aesthetics today; nevertheless I believe it to be implicit in 

them. This theme is education. 

Asking for a question to which aesthetics is an answer will imply a 

step backwards in chronology. Despite appearing as a historical contribution 

this is not a historical study. It is meant as an attempt to point at an 

underlying motive. To do the different approaches to aesthetics justice they 

should be interpreted in their respective contexts but, and that is my argu-

ment, education along with related themes of knowledge and politics, is a 

central motivation for aesthetics. I suggest searching for this via A.G. 

Baumgarten and Kant to point at some trends in aesthetics after Kant. 

Baumgarten and motivations for aesthetics. Baumgarten established 

aesthetics as a philosophical discipline in the 18
th 

century. He is usually 

celebrated as the father of aesthetics, or at least for giving the name to the 

discipline, but it is also largely ignored why he did it – with some exceptions 
(see e.g. Barilli 1993, pp. 3ff; Cassirer, pp. 453ff; Ferry, pp. 97ff; Scheer, pp. 53ff; 

Schweizer; for an English contribution see Gross). I suggest the birth of aes-

thetics is related to the loss of explanatory power of rhetoric and poetics in 
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the light of the new sciences that break the unity of science and literature 

from the Renaissance still dominant in the 17
th

 and 18
th

 century. It is im-

portant to keep in mind that despite the emerging new sciences of nature the 

interest was often more in law and politics; the dominance of epistemology 

and natural sciences in philosophy is largely a perspective after Kant. Even 

if the rhetoric and poetics are questioned as authorities on knowledge during 

the enlightenment of the 18
th

 century they are not questioned as related to 

knowledge in the idea of systematic thinking characterising the 18
th

 century, 

(cf. Cassirer, p. 374). 

The frame for this world interpretation is metaphysics, the idea that 

the world has an order which we find in nature, and this order must be 

imitated in all human activities otherwise we create dissonance in the world 

which will ultimately lead to conflicts. Within this world-interpretation 

beauty is related to the true constitution of something: Rien n’est beau que le 

vrai we read in Nicolas Boileau‟s L’Art poétique from 1674 (Cassirer, p. 383) 

and Charles Batteux writes in Les beaux-arts réduits á un même principe 

from 1746 how there is one principle for the arts which is imitation of 

nature, i.e. imitation of the order which constitutes also a moral order, (ibid., 

375; Ferry, p. 57). Similar we find Johann Christopher Gottsched stating in 

Chritischen Dichtkunst from 1729 how the rules introduced in the free art of 

poetry cannot origin from the human mind but only from the unalterable 

nature of things, (Knape, p. 269). 

The 18
th

 century is also an age where metaphysics as a frame for 

interpretation is questioned. While the writers mentioned above are not 

questioning it and maintain that beauty is not a matter of subjective and 

irrational sentiments (Ferry, pp. 35ff) different voices are also present such as 

Hume who writes in The Sceptic “that beauty and worth are merely of a 

relative nature, and consist in an agreeable sentiment, produced by an object 

in a particular mind, according the peculiar structure and constitution of that 

mind”, (Hume, p. 99). Such, and other, destructive approaches to the unity of 

nature and sentiment, of science and literature, break the unity between the 

man of feeling and the man of reason, (Hazard, p. 377; Ferry, pp. 53ff) and 

bring aesthetics about as a philosophical discipline. 

Aesthetics, hence, cannot simply be viewed as a discipline concern-

ing art and criticism. It appears as a philosophical discipline with an interest 

in cultural phenomena not for the sake of these phenomena and our 

reactions to them but for the sake of human existence, (Marquard, p. 21; cf. 

Cassirer, p. 471). Aesthetics should be seen as an answer to the difficulty of 

uniting a concept of nature and a humanistic tradition of rhetoric and poetics 
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under the impression of the new ideals of scientific rationality reducing the 

sensitive aspect to subjective sentiments. In this light the motive for Baum-

garten‟s aesthetics is a critique of the ideal of rationality of his age, a cri-

tique directed towards the neglect of other sources of knowledge than the 

new mathematical sciences and their methods, (Scheer, p. 71; cf. Cassirer, p. 

454). For the rhetoric-humanistic tradition both art and sciences establish 

signs, only there is a difference in the use, (ibid., p. 389f). The common 

ground of knowledge gives no reason for setting up different disciplines be-

cause, so Leibniz: “There are only “different arrangements of the same 

truths””, (Barilli 1989, p. 77). 

In an Aristotelian view the new methods create disputes between 

analytics and dialectics where the ideals of analytics from a Cartesian 

tradition challenge the rhetorical and humanistic tradition. Herder calls 

Baumgarten the Aristotle of the age (Herder, p. 95) meaning he overcomes 

the one-sided culture of scientific rationality and paves way for a humanistic 

culture. The humanistic tradition recognises more sources of knowledge be-

ginning from interpretation of phenomena and the human situation rather 

than from a foundation in clear and indisputable knowledge and it is shared 

by more discourses in the 18
th

 century (Cassirer, p. 368f) as well as philoso-

phers like, for example, Giambattista Vico. 

For Baumgarten rhetorical and scientific knowledge are not equal but 

like Leibniz he insists on continuity between feeling and rational thinking 

which is a difference between confused and clear ideas. Confused ideas are 

subordinate to the clear ideas but for Baumgarten they have value as a lower 

form of knowledge. In his Metaphysics from 1739 he defines aesthetics as a 

theory of sensitive cognition and representation (scientia sensitiva cognos-

cendi et proponendi), (Schweizer, p. 17), similar to the opening paragraph of 

his Aesthetica from 1750-58. It points at knowledge and at art in the broad-

est possible sense, i.e. as cultural artefacts exercising an influence on us, to 

be the subjects of aesthetics. 

A humanistic culture is about cultivating the human spirit. What and 

how to cultivate are matters of controversies in the 18
th

 century between a 

Christian tradition where cultivation is best described as weeding what 

grows from a weak being in need of moral guidance contrasted by En-

lightenment ideas that the human nature is essentially good and should be 

cultivated guided by human works whether ancient or modern – which the 

age could quarrel over. Different in understanding they agree on how cultur-

al artefacts are essential to our moral character and to how we perceive and 

experience things. In the light of Baumgarten a question is to how the frame 
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of rational interpretation of our relation to cultural artefacts and the influ-

ence they exercise on us is determined. They are recognised for their import-

ance for appreciation and enjoyment but it becomes urgent to ask also about 

what idea of knowledge that precedes them. It is a question that becomes 

present with Kant. 

Kant and the transformation of aesthetics. Aesthetics is for Kant, to 

follow Odo Marquard, the middle position between a scientific rationality 

that is incapable of thinking end and purposes, i.e. incapable of a moral 

guidance, and a moral reason that find the ideal life condition to be in a soci-

ety where everyone is treated as member of the „kingdom of ends‟ but is in-

capable of realising the ideal, (Marquard, p. 25ff). The idea from classical 

metaphysics about order in nature that should be reflected in the order of 

society never leaves Kant who finds an order in nature as organism which 

“preceded the parts which we can observe empirically: „An organised prod-

uct of nature is that in which everything is an end and on the other hand 

also a means. Nothing in it is in vain, pointless, or to be attributed to a blind 

mechanism of nature‟”, (KU B296, Bowie, p. 24). Question is how Kant can 

say this. The key-word here is reflection – that brings us to aesthetics. 

The role of reflection for Kant. Kant‟s philosophical merit is to ask 

for a critical investigation of the philosophy of his age when certain ideas of 

rationality are claimed to answer questions that are not about the phenomena 

in the world but about the world itself. It is one thing to have principles that 

legitimate a specific approach to phenomena such as a mathematical method 

for sciences. It is something different to achieve knowledge of the principles 

not to mention to establish such principles. We can prove something from 

principles but not the principles themselves, (KrV B357). 

If Kant can point at difficulties here we can then say that the difficul-

ty about Kant‟s own work is exactly this problem, a difficulty he is fully 

aware of and unfolds in the dialectics of the Critique of pure Reason and 

later in Critique of Judgement, (cf. Hass). The separation of scientific from 

literate knowledge furnished by the Enlightenment is completed with Kant 

with the dismissal of the literate as genuine knowledge, which, it must be 

added, does not imply it is not still rational. It points at a conflict between 

the premises of his thinking he needs to solve; a conflict between his ideal 

of scientific knowledge as an empirical based science of nature which had 

found its expression in Newton‟s physics, and a world interpretation still 

within the classical metaphysics asking for a moral determination for hu-

manity in the world. While the latter has become impossible for a scientific 

approach to answer it is in no way an irrational question, perhaps even a 
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necessary task while a world without purpose for man could appear inhu-

mane. 

After his first critique we are left with an explanation to how natural 

sciences are legitimate for knowledge about phenomena in nature but in 

difficulty with what concept of nature we have – which in the philosophy of 

Kant cannot be a concept but an idea – and how we can we make legitimate 

use of it.It is one thing to talk of phenomena in nature, another to say what 

nature is which itself is not a phenomenon found in nature. Despite Kant‟s 

critical philosophy being directed towards the one-sidedness of the new 

sciences when they only recognise one form of rationality, the analytical, he 

struggles with the limitations himself – with the problem that to use the 

principles for determining phenomena and form a scientific explanation 

requires that we know there is a unity in the phenomena we observe but 

such a unity is unobservable. To know this is to have an interpretation of the 

nature we seek knowledge of hence to have knowledge of what we seek 

knowledge of. For Kant it becomes a matter of interpreting nature as a 

system (see KrV B 860 ff), which cannot be determined, i.e. cannot be 

deduced from a higher principle hence it is not within the field of legitimate 

knowledge. Nevertheless, we cannot think nature without and we cannot 

prove the empirical nature to be in conflict with it. In short, we cannot say 

the world is different nor can we think it different. We are at the limits of 

thinking. What it asks for is a reflection on our faculty of knowledge which 

is what Kant‟s philosophy in total can be considered to be, (Hass, p. 125). 

Reflection relates to the faculty of judgement. Judgements can be 

determinant; we determine something particular by subsuming it under a 

general rule. Principles, however, cannot be determined from a yet higher 

principle – by principle we understand what comes first – and instead we 

have to move the other direction, from the particular to the general to come 

up with what seems necessary to explain phenomena. When we move from 

the particular to the general we do not follow rules but it is as if there is a 

rule, as if there is a purpose which is then the principle a priori that guaran-

tees the reflective judgement. The reflection comes from our imagination, 

Einbildungskraft, “which turns sense-data into coherent images, Bilder, 

which it has the power (Kraft) to institute into (ein) ourselves”, (Bowie, p. 

18). This is something the imagination can do without the presence of the 

object of intuition (KrV B151) and it produces images based on looking back 

into, reflecting on, previous impressions, and these images are as if they 

were prescribed by intelligent rules of our understanding. We achieve here a 

harmony between imagination and understanding and from such harmony 
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arises the feeling of pleasure. Imagination is hence not wandering freely in 

any direction but as if our understanding had guided it, if it had given the 

rules. The judgement is not determining anything but reflecting, and as re-

flecting it is directed as if there was an intelligence that had given direction. 

Hence, we can view nature as if it is created by an intelligence; we cannot 

know but we cannot know different either. For centuries it has been crucial 

that art imitates nature; with Kant it becomes nature we are able to see as if 

it is like art, (cf. Bowie, p. 24; Hass, p. 128). 

Kant’ Critique of Judgement. Baumgarten‟s aesthetics was about 

maintaining the unity of science and literature, about the cognitive, although 

lower, aspect of rhetoric and poetics. Kant rejects this and may appear to be 

close to Hume when complaining about Baumgarten‟s use of aesthetics for a 

critique of taste while such standards of taste will remain empirical, (KrV B 

35f). Hume writes in On the Standard of Taste from 1757 that “[b]eauty is 

no quality in things themselves: it exists merely in the mind which contem-

plates them”, (p. 136); and rules of composition for fine art can only have a 

foundation in experience: “nor are they any thing but general observations, 

concerning what has been universally found to please in all countries and in 

all ages”, (ibid., 137f). However, Kant will have to ask how standards of taste 

can appear as standards. If there is a standard we have to presuppose a unity 

in experiences otherwise they are only random observations. Hume and sen-

sualists like Diderot may take us to the limits of an empirical and scientific 

understanding, but they lack proper answers to how we can say there is a 

community sharing observation, (Cassirer, p. 416; Ferry, pp. 78ff). 

A short look into the aesthetic judgement of Kant‟s Critique of 

Judgement is unavoidable (cf. also Friberg; Scheer, pp. 78ff). The issue is an in-

vestigation of judgement for the sake of judgement as such and not for the 

sake of the judgement of taste. It relates to one of the faculties of the mind 

of which two others, the cognitive faculties and faculties of desire, have 

been topics for the two previous Critiques. The third faculty is the feeling of 

pleasure and pain of which pleasure relates to the investigation of beauty, 

pain concerns the sublime, (cf. KU §§ 23 and 27). 

In a way similar to the previous critiques the investigation in the third 

critique has to move beyond the mere feeling of pleasure to investigate the 

faculty of the mind in its pure form. Pleasure is the material for judgements. 

For Kant Judgements follow the order of logic being four in kind: quantity, 

quality, relation and modality, and of these quality and relation prove to be 

pure. Quality concerns beauty, relation that which has an extrasensory use. 
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In the analytic of beauty the judgement about beauty is again 

investigated in the four logical forms. After quality (§§ 1ff) it is a matter of 

the kind of pleasure we feel. There are more kinds of pleasures but one is 

without any external motivation, the one related to beauty. It is contempla-

tive or without any interest, disinterested. Although the judgement of taste is 

without interest we may have a social interest in it because through it we 

demonstrate our education (§ 41). However, we cannot know if the person 

with a refined taste also has a praiseworthy moral character; only a sign 

hereof is what we get, and that is when the cultivated person finds pleasure 

in nature, (§ 42). This gives us an idea of a moral character as if nature is for 

us, as if nature is formed for a human being. It is an idea, not a concept; an 

idea which gives us much to think about but not knowledge. 

After quantity (§§ 6ff) concerns the generality of the judgement. The 

judgement is not about a private feeling but we can expect others to feel 

similar. This is why we quarrel about taste although we cannot dispute about 

it, (§§ 56-57). When we say something is beautiful we say it is as if it is a 

quality at the object we expect others will agree to. This is because we judge 

the form which is given without a concept but produced by the imagination 

as if there was a concept. This harmony between imagination and intellect 

that gives the feeling of pleasure is not caused by the object but by the free 

play of imagination and intellect which points at how fine art is social and 

spiritual (cf. § 44) when it invites the educated person to bring the material 

for imagination in play with the intellect. 

What imagination comes up with is not random, but, the third logical 

form (§§ 10ff), in relation to something. It serves a purpose. Not a specific 

purpose which could determine it; it is like we imagine something which 

makes things settle in the right way. It is purposiveness without purpose 

which is also the principle for the reflective judgement. The investigation of 

judgement was for securing that our reflections are not random when inter-

preting phenomena. In a social situation we cannot simply apply rules of 

conduct but must interpret and use our good sense, i.e. judgement, to decide 

what rules to use. It relates to education, to our ability to react to and act in a 

social context based on sensitivity to the situation. 

The last form, modality (§§ 18ff), points at how the judgement of taste 

is not necessary but we must necessarily compare our judgements to others. 

We must expect to be able to communicate our judgements and have a com-

mon sense, sensus communis; a sense for sharing the feeling of pleasure in a 

way where we relate our judgments to a universal reason. The judgements 

has its expression in the judgement of taste, and taste hence becomes the 
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judging of that which makes universally communicable our feeling in a 

given representation, (§ 40). 

To sum up, the judgement of taste is subjective but not private and 

we express judgements of taste in a social context with expectation of as-

sent. Imagination plays a crucial role working from material in our memo-

ries, thus it matters what cultural artefacts and situations we grow up with 

because we will come up with images similar to others of a similar cultural 

background and be justified in expecting them to give their assent to the 

aesthetic judgement we utter making explicit our shared educational back-

grounds. Even though Kant disagrees with Baumgarten‟s idea of the sen-

sitive cognition he maintains the ideal of the humanistic thinking demon-

strating aesthetics to be at the heart of belonging to a community. The stand-

ards of this belonging are not only a matter of refined taste but relate to 

beauty of nature, to a feeling that does not come from the object of nature 

but from being confronted with it which points towards an idea of nature as 

if nature was made to give us the feeling of pleasure. We do not know, but 

we cannot stop thinking, and the one that walks into nature and feel this is 

the one we treasure as the fine educated beautiful soul, the bel âme. 

Aesthetic agendas after Kant. For the sake of simplicity, but violent 

to the complexity of discourses of aesthetics since Kant, we can say they are 

moving in two directions. In short: either they take up Baumgarten‟s critique 

of rationality and maintain that aesthetics is not for the sake of under-

standing cultural phenomena but for the sake of human existence. Aesthetics 

plays here a role in investigations of knowledge. Or they become descriptive 

to a particular group of cultural phenomena, in particular arts, and our 

relation to them. Here philosophy is divided into theoretical and practical 

philosophy largely without asking for the legitimacy of this division and 

aesthetics is placed in practical philosophy. 

The latter is, still oversimplified, asking for legitimate interpretations 

within a particular frame of thinking; the former is asking for the legitimacy 

of the frame of interpretation. Let us call them respectively the reflective 

and the interpretative approaches to aesthetics. They represent two different 

understandings of aesthetics which also includes different implications of 

the educational perspective they have in common – in brief: a progressive 

and an affirmative view. 

The reflective approach. Kant, in the mocking comment of Hegel, 

only accepts experience such as „here is a lamp, here a tobacco tin‟ (p. 352f) 

and consequently ignores how spirit is already beyond this narrow view 

within the act of reflection that his critical philosophy in total is. What the 
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scientific rationality alone cannot provide can perhaps be found in art as-

signed a different role to the extent where Schelling in 1800 can state that 

the philosophy of art is the true organon of philosophy and the keystone in 

the entire arch of philosophy, (Schelling, § 3). Perhaps imagination that for 

centuries has been seen as a faculty to be kept under control to be a produc-

tive force should rather be liberated from this suppression – an approach 

also present in the 18
th

 century, especially Shaftesbury, (Cassirer, p. 424f). 

Kant and the Enlightenment share the idea of scientific rationality as 

the source of emancipation. This is questioned in the romantic thinking 

which can even find support in Kant when he draws attention to the fun-

damental problem with reason: It can become deceptive due to internal 

conflicts, (cf. KrV B768). While Kant‟s intention was to prevent misunder-

standings to emerge from such conflicts it also invitesfor alternatives. A.W. 

Schlegel can write that the Enlightenment has turned the world into calcula-

tion and killed poetry; it denies the darkness wherein our existence originat-

es, (Henkel 1983, p. 96f). 

An outcome is to ask for a new mythology, (Bowie, pp. 53ff); it is to 

say, like Mario Perniola does, that art here undergoes a cultural turning 

point and becomes political, (Perniola 2002). It finds expressions especially in 

20
th

 century avant-garde movements when they invite for different ap-

proaches to the world by or through art along with architecture and design. 

Consequently art can appear inaccessible if we do not understand how dif-

ferent interpretation is required (Ortega y Gasset). Art opposing the existing 

world resists dominant modes of understanding and becomes enigmatic 

(Adorno, pp. 182ff). In what sounds like an echo of Kant art contains more 

than what we can determine – it is occasion for thinking without bringing 

the thoughts on concepts, (ibid., p. 194). Art questions certain ideas of ration-

ality and aesthetics should be seen in an educational perspective where art is 

not for contemplation but for reinterpretation that should bring us to act 

different. Because art does something to us it must take upon itself the re-

sponsibility of opposing a superficial organisation of the environment that 

fills empty time with emptiness (ibid., p. 365). Art and other cultural artefacts 

are actively participating in forming how we perceive ourselves and the en-

vironment hence they are of fundamental educational and political signifi-

cance. 

Another outcome of the limits of rationality concerns an illusion of 

philosophy made explicit with Kant‟s dialectics, the illusion of a beginning. 

In another of Hegel‟s mocking comments about Kant he compares his 

critical philosophy to insisting on learning how to swim before getting into 
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the water, (p. 334). His investigation of knowledge is, as mentioned above, 

already engaged in an interpretation of the world before the scientific 

concepts can be applied to it. To know phenomena in the empirical world is 

one thing, to reflect on the work of spirit [Geist] is another: “spirit is only 

for the spirit”, (ibid., p. 353, my translation), i.e. it requires reflection but also 

to recognise or investigate the legitimacy of the reflection and the concepts 

– in Kant‟s terminology ideas – in use. What is really the validity of the 

metaphysics, Kant in the end proposes, (KrV B878)? 

When beginning is questioned philosophy is in search for new ways 

of dealing with it and one such way can be in relation to aesthetics. Heid-

egger‟s reflection on the origin of the work of art relates to questioning 

interpretations, not the interpretation of something but how interpretation 

comes about. His question of the origin of the art-work turns out to be not a 

question of its origin, but that something, an interpretation, originates from 

it, (Heidegger). Another example is Maurice Merleau-Ponty‟s discussion of 

the idea that perception is identification of a perceived object; for him the 

artist‟s perception provides a different view which can question the domi-

nant idea of perception – something also taken up with the concept of 

atmosphere understood as a general theory of perception, (Böhme 1995). 

Following this line the philosophical aesthetics wishes to understand 

how art and cultural artefacts offer oppositional and alternative views that 

challenge the dominant ideas of rationality. In this perspective the motive 

for Baumgarten about criticising the reduction of the idea of rationality to a 

conceptual and scientific form is still present as a core of aesthetics and 

relates to cultural artefacts that actively form our perception and also offer 

resistance to predominant ideas. 

The interpretative approach. The other direction after Kant has a 

focus on the characterisation of the aesthetic judgement. Subjectivity is 

largely accepted as a starting point to characterise the different reactions 

such as aesthetic pleasure, appreciation or experience. In these discussions 

attention is on what qualifies particular situations responsible for the reac-

tion we call aesthetic. A widely used characteristic hereof is disinterested-

ness which opposes the practical problem-solving approach of daily life. 

Theory came from theatre, from being a spectator to plays showing the audi-

ence how to understand the relation between men and gods, and it was trans-

lated into a conceptual insight, (Ritter 1988). After two millennia of having 

been understood to be free and without purpose theory is since 18
th

 century 

turned into strategies directing practical matters especially in the sciences 

(Gadamer 1987). The free, contemplative consideration returns from philoso-
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phy back to theatre and the art-world to become an appreciation of specific 

cultural artefacts. 

The characterisation of subjective responses implies an internalisa-

tion of aesthetics to psychological theories (cf. Dickie, pp. 3ff) and a sepa-

ration of aesthetics from other fields. The psychological approach can as 

well find support in Kant though it points back to empiricism and sensual-

ism for its origin. An aesthetic judgement as a subjective state turns aesthet-

ics into a specific condition of the subject where neither object of experience 

or context are interpreted for their possible meaning but are treated for the 

formal characterisation of a specific response to it: an aesthetic experience 

or appreciation. Hence, “the purpose of aesthetic criticism is not so much to 

give knowledge as to communicate emotion”, (Ayer, p. 113). 

A full separation of aesthetic and cognitive experiences is the conse-

quence, a fragmentation which could be said to be the consequence of an 

analytical thinking lacking dialectics in both an Aristotelian and Kantian 

sense. To meet this problem others will understand the aesthetic experience 

in ways integrating more elements to form a unity of “doing and under-

going, outgoing and incoming energy”, (Dewey, p. 54). Others again will 

change focus from the experience to the importance of the community of art 

and criticism, the Artworld, which determines what is acknowledged as art, 

(Danto; Dickie). Is it the artist or the art-critique that determine the qualities 

of the art? Hence Oscar Wilde in The Critic as Artist (1891): “The highest 

Criticism, then, is more creative than creation, and the primary aim of the 

critic is to see the object as in itself it really is not”, (p. 969). 

Common for these discussions is art and a possible – if possible (cf. 

Weitz) – definition or characterisation of art or our relation to art. A dog-

matic element implied is the differentiation between art from other 

phenomena, what Gadamer calls the forming of an aesthetic consciousness 

and differentiation (1990, pp. 47, 90ff). In a critical view Richard Shusterman 

calls it “the wrapper model of theory” referring to how food wraps conserve 

their object. The theories “aim to preserve art from contamination” as well 

as the environment from being influenced, (p. 179). From an avant-garde 

perspective this reduces the critique of institutions to an institutional enjoy-

ment making art impotent. Art and aesthetics become affirmative to the 

institutions. This can be seen in some discussions in Everyday Aesthetics 

that wishes to open up aesthetics from being trapped in an art-perspective 

and include phenomena of the everyday but proves itself to be guilty of 

working from a classical institution-based idea of art as an object for appre-

ciation, (Ratiu). 
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Concluding comments. I began with the confusion to what aesthetics 

is that many will encounter and suggested education as a common motive. I 

believe a more elaborate study may suggest the current discourses are heirs 

to three forms present in the 17
th

 and 18
th

 century: A classicist (like Boileau 

and Batteux) seeking to integrate literate knowledge into the total corpus of 

knowledge; a sensualist and empiricist (like Dubos and Hume) concerned 

with the reaction of the subject; a spiritual (like Shaftesbury and Hutcheson) 

finding a truth in art and beauty beyond the systematic and empirical truths. 

All three relate to what the cultural artefacts do to us, how they should be 

characterised and disseminated thus inviting us into a particular community 

through different sensorial means. These characterisations, largely drawing 

on rhetoric and poetic, call for a philosophical aesthetic when questions of 

their legitimacy and their cognitive aspect become urgent and require new 

interpretations. 

On the one hand we have the aesthetic discourses and theories an-

swering the questions of legitimacy and knowledge in different ways; on the 

other there are, beneath aesthetics, the cultural artefacts that affect us and 

are essential for educating us to become members of a community discuss-

ing aesthetics as well as any other topic. The cultural artefacts form our per-

ception, experiences and characters. In aesthetics we discuss the interpreta-

tion of the cultural artefacts and how we can discuss these interpretations. 

In an oversimplified form, the interpretative approaches will largely 

investigate the institutional and experiential details within the understanding 

of aesthetics as concerned with art and related forms of sensorial and bodily 

reactions. The widely used notions of aesthetic appreciation and experience 

demonstrate a settled agenda for aesthetics where an education is required to 

appreciate and experience. It is through expressing appreciation we demon-

strate our belonging to a cultural community that has taught us to find a 

specific form of pleasure in certain phenomena through specific artefacts. 

The reflective approach on the other hand will rather question the 

frame of these interpretations to question both the differentiation of aes-

thetics as a particular defined field and also the ideas of rational procedures 

and interpretations used within aesthetics and within our general way of 

thinking. Instead of investigating and interpreting the sensorial and bodily 

reactions for their qualities and possible relation to art the quest may be to 

investigate them for their form and legitimacy within a frame of interpreta-

tion. We encounter objects, whether they should be called art or not, and we 

need to understand how this encounter is interpreted, how it forms our per-
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ception and thinking, and what the motives and criteria in the interpretations 

are. 

Despite differences both approaches are working from the premise of 

cultural artefact exercising an influence on us hence also on modes of ex-

periencing and thinking. Whether we learn to appreciate particular objects 

and can call ourselves skilled critics or we become aware of how objects are 

handled and perhaps in return handle our relations to the environment both 

approaches are concerned with our relation to the environment and what this 

relation can do to us. 
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ELEA   ARTE   CLUB 

 

Elea Arte Club tollera tutti gli 

artisti, di qualsiasi livello e tipo, 

impegno e età e appartenenza. 

 

Elea Arte Club sprona al 

perfezionamento e alla divulgazione 

di iniziative artistiche. 

 

Elea Arte Club invita tutti gli artisti 

e coloro che amano l‟arte ad unirsi. 

Contatto: wassardelea@gmail.com          

 

 

 

– sessione internazionale di filosofia antica – che si svolge con 

cadenza annuale proprio nei luoghi che videro la genesi del pensiero eleatico. 

Nella consapevolezza di quanto fascino eserciti l‟antica città di Elea e di 

come essa sia meta di pellegrinaggio per appassionati e cultori dei filosofi 

Parmenide e Zenone, con spirito visionario, si è creata una sinergia per dare 

vita a un appuntamento scientifico di rilevanza mondiale. Già a partire dal 

1986, si è giunti ad ideare Eleatica, un evento capace di attirare 

nell‟inimitabile cornice di Elea i principali studiosi e appassionati della 

scuola eleatica invitati ad ascoltare le lezioni magistrali di un filosofo di fama 

riconosciuta per dar vita a dibattiti di altissimo livello, sulla scia della grande 

tradizione della filosofia greca. 

www.eleatica.it 
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Every year at Acropolis di Elea in July & August 

 

 

www.veliateatro.it 
 

Compagnia Michele Murino Cilento Arte 

 

 


